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A plan to evaluate a college-orientation course required of new freshmen at Mt,

San Antonio College was developed. It was designed to help students adjust to
college, evaluate their interests and abilities, determine realistic vocational goals, and
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between students and counselors were also provided. Pertinent literature indicated
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new plan allowed for course revision as well as evaluation. The plan was comprised of
the following developmental stages; stimulate staff to take action by preparing
pertinent curriculum data; formulate specific behavioral objectives; establish a ways-to
account for specific behavior of students; delineate teaching techniques that provide
motivation, outlining goals, organizing instruction, and grading assignments against an
established criterion; develop a pre- and post-test instrument tied to the objectives;
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THE PURPOSE AND 03GAME1'TIO3 OF THIS PROJECT

The purpose of this project is to develop a plan for evaluattng an

orientation to college coarse which is currently being required of nws

community college freshmen at M. San. Antonio C011ega* in order to develop

this evaluation plan, the following formulative oteps will be taken.

Firat, the course itself, Guidance 50 by title and course number, will

be briefly reviewed. This review will include a description of miating

cOursa objectivos, the courSe format, and student evaluation reportst

Second* a selected review of the literature will be made in order to

gain increased understanding of the processes for evaluating an educational

progrim or course. Nethods of formiug course objectives based on behav-

ioral goals* principles of leanniug, and methods of evaluating will be

researched.

Third, it is anticipated that findings from this'review of the lit-

erature sAll point *ut the need gor revisions in the existing course,

particularly in regard to more specificity in the listing of objectives.

Suggested revisions will be reported.

And fourth, the plan for evaluating Guidance 50, as was tht purpose

of this)project will be. described.
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GUIDANCE 50

a ose-half unit COVTSG required of 40W freshmen en-

tering Xt. San Antonio Col ege. It is offered by the Counsel-ng and

Guidance Deportment and ie taught by the counseAng corm-

seleos. Bach counselor has si= sections ta the fall semester and three

sections in the spring semestero Classes begin the second vtek of eadh

semester gnd continue at the rate of one hour per week for nine weekso

As currently revised, students vho satisfy the requirements of the coUrse

will receive °Credit" for one-half of a semster unit towards the Associate

in Arta Degree and those 'oho do not satisfy the requirements of the course

uill recelve "No-Credit," The student's permanent record will reflec,; fiie

achievements in this course; however, in either case, the grade of "Credie

or "Vo-Credit" will have no effect on the student's grade point average.

The des=iption of Guidance 50 as listed in the General Bulletin of

Mt. San Antonio College is as follows:

"This group guidance course is required of new day students
and includes presentations and class acgivities to assist
students in their (1) adjustmant to collage, (2) evaluation
of interests and abilities, (3) determination of realistic
vocational goals, and (4) development of effective educa-
tional plans,"

The tit. San. Attoni6 College General Bulletin is listed as a required text

Course Oklagaves. The objective@ of the course are as follows;

"To provide.an opportunity for new students to obtain aSsistance
in orientation and adjustment to college

To assist students in the evaluation of their previous educational
achievementst, and the appraisal.of their interests and abilities.

To assist students in the exploration and analysis of occupational
opportunities for the purposes of making realistic vocational
decisions.
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To provide guidance in the development of effective educational
plans.

To provide an opportunity for the development of closer personal
relationships between students and their counselors."2

Methods of Instruoiiion 4nd Evaluation. Methods of instruction include

the typical media of lecture, discussion, research assignments, and audio-

visual techniques. Students are to be evaluated on the basis of their

completed assignwents which include a final educational plan report, and

on the basis of class participation and .attendenee. It shou/d be noted

that the course as approved by the Curriculum Committee (ft. San ilintonio

College Curriculum Committee Binutes 3/28/67) was presented with the

understanding that tgaditional methods of presenting information for

mastery by ihe student an4 grading standards based on assimilation of such

infozmation would be relegated to a lesser 'position. The prime objectives

of the course were summarized as ". . to involVe atudents personally in

neaningful group interaction for resoution of pvoblems concerning adjust-

ment to college and to provide guidance to these students as they deliberate

on realistic vocational goals and educational plans0"3

Cla;ss sfsnisa p.nd. Activities. As apparent from the course description

and the course objectives, the scope of this course is iiry bzowl and the

intentions very ambitious. Ivit,ia/ topics and activities are designed to

órtlutate the student to college by means of class discussion of student

prOblems.and questions, A take-home emgdnation which includes pertinent

Infomation regarding college regulations is an initial assignment. 2he

second major emphasis is to provide a means for students to appraise their

ea-A

-
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abilities and past academic achievemoats in comparison to other college

students, Ellplanations of test scores and various high school majors ere

presented to the guidance students for the purpose of providing a frame

of reference for studenta to judge themselves. After this adttvity,

students sre urged to re-4M= their onal vocational goals or to

determisie new goals which are$ hopefully, reaiistie and within their reachfi

A vocational report which requires ihe student to zake a survey of his

cholsen career is a hird assignmentl Fina4y2 with this career decision

wide, at /east a temporary oast, the student is required to develop a

detailed educational plan uhich outlines his educational program for two

or more years. This plan comItitutes his final assigment9

ai,ifiealgoll3a*mlia.y4 This course was 4eve.oped

by the Counseling and Guidance Department during the school year 1966-67

All members of the counseling staff were directly invotired in tha devel-

opmental stages as ell were setters of various sub-committees 'which

developed the four different topics of the coursel It was originally

presented to the Curriculum committee on a graded pass or fail basisv but

was revised during the course of their deliberations to be graded on sin

Amr basis.

In the semester of its first offering, a course outline and padket

of materials containing information about the various service areas was

prepared aad distributed to each student. This packet was varied

according to the individual counselor (teacher) wishes and resetted in

a monumental clerical task as approximately 3500 packets had to be
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prepared in ;accordance with these variant specifications. 4 mailer

packet vith wore uniform specifications was developed for.use the

following sthool year of 1963-69.

A standing sub-committee of thet, department oversees the progress of

this cnurse and is continually involved 1 lempirica evaluation studies

of the "arm-chair." type. Cantinmous efforts are being made to provide

relevant and reaningful activities in these guidance classes.

Evaluation Ataz ammo At the conclusion of the arot smester

in the fall of 1961, ten of the fourteen cunselors teething the course

partic4ated in an etvaluation activity which wasisted of administering

an objective questionnaire t'o the guidance students.4 Apb1y
1500 st:udents .completed the 32 item evaluation sheets on which the.y

checked a total of 43,104 items. Twelve diMrent class tepics; ten

different forms, charts or assigmezt sheets; and ten different teaching

techniques were itemized. Students were instructed to mark on the answer

sheets one of five scaled 370 s p s e fOr each itm. These responses were

scaled in decreasing ordev as follows: (0 very helpful, (2) helpfula

(3) slightly helpful (4) not he1pf4, or (5) not covered.

A distr4bution of the total number of responses r4howed that the

overall reception of the topics, materials, and teacher techniques was

favorat le. responses tallied as follows: (.) vevy helpful -

7),754; (2) helpful r- 13,885; (3) slightly helpful - 10,651; (4) not

helpful - ,5,678; and (5) not covered - 5,136. The edtscational program

planning topic received overwhelming support and the topics of four .

year-college- requirements and educational majors were next in. favor.
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In summary, the responses to the educational planning acttvities were

very good and significantly higher overall than the responses to other

topits. In reprospett, it ahould be moted that the scaled category of

"slightly helpful° Igoe tnterpreted 2S a satisfactory response and this

interpretation L$ subject io suspicion.

Counselors vho did not participate in this evaluation scheme de-

veloped thetr von methods of evaluation. Their findings based on

projective techniques 'which elicited free responses paralleled the

findings noted Sbove. These unstructured responses provided addit:s nal

insight, particularly tn regard to teacher mthods and techniques.

Brief unstructured forms have beeu popularly used in subsequent class

evaluacions.

^
4-'^^1.."4 0";
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REVIKU OP &IMMURE

'Sven a cursory review of the literature relating to course evaluation

and curriculum revision reveals the need for considering course revisions

and evaluations a$ part of a total course entirety and not as separate

Items uhich could, be analyzed separately. A well developed course is Oft in

which the goats are developed from the philosophy of the institutloo, the

specific course objectives are listed in terms of student behavioral goals,

the teaching media has beau daveloped in congruence with the principles of

learn/no aad the methods of evaluation have been predetermined in tirms

of the specific course objectives. All of these parts or stages,

up the total course development. Evaluation, then:, necessarily swans that

the course a$ 'whole must be considered to see if it lends itself to

meaningful evaluation.

Dressell developed an interesting schematic: to identify tha various

szsges of curriculum or program development and to show their interreie-

tioaships.6
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Wessel. declares that these stages are interrelated in the study of an

instructional program.

"After the deon is reached to develop, to study, or to
revise a program or. curriculum, the natural end logical
starting point is vith the objectivesa 'which should be
formally stated but which are'sometimes simply assumed by
a faculty to be selfweviduat. Appropriate educational
experiences are selected In regerence'to these objectives
and organized into courses, curricula, or procedural'
patterns. Co/lection of ovidence to appraise the effec-
tiveness of the program In attaining its objectives my
then result in revision of the program through modification
or replacement of any or all of the elements of the pre-

ceding stages: objectives, meriences, organization of
experiences, or evaluation."

Ty/er refers to rations/ course planning and execution as

follows:

"Unless Instruction is to be merely a haphazard or intui..
tively guided processa it requires rational planning and
execution in terms of the plans. Viewed in this urayo

instruction involves seVoral steps. The first of these
is to decide whin ends to seelt, that Lao what objectives
to atm at ora stated more precisely, what changes in
studenes behavioz to try to bring about. The second
step is to determine vhat content and learning exper .
iences can be used that are likely to attain these endsa
these changes in student behavior. The third stop is to

determine an effective organization of these learning
experiences co that their cumulative afort will be such
as to bring about the desired behavior changes in aa

efficient fashion. Finally, the fourth step Is to
Appraise the effects of the learning experiences to find
out in lihat ways they have been effective and in what
respects they have not produced the resutts desired.
Obviously, this fourth step Is educational measurement,

or achievement testing. Zt is an essential part of

instruction, because without appraisal of the results
Doing attained, the instructor has no adequate way of
checking the validity of his judgments regarding the
values of particular learning experiences and the effec-

tiveness of their organization in attaining the ends of

education.8

Corey states that instructional planning and the implementation, of

instructional plans, on the part of the personnel involved, require:
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Familiarity with the behaviors that constitute the
obklotives of the lustruction.

Famrity with the physical, scholestie, pa7cholor,
Leal, and social characteristics of the population to
be instructed.

3. Competence in the analysis of gross behavioral objecttves.

Inowledge of the unique characteristics of various types of
Instructional environments.

S. Competence In procuring and interpretin "feedback" on
the consequences of the instruction.

It is evident frm these references that the interrelatedness of

intitruetional planning or course development is of paramount im

portanco. It is also evident from these sources that a heavy emphasis

is placed on the need for the formation of meaningful, specific cours4

objectives.

Coals and 0.15,__ctives. astrification of terms ia necessary before
t

proceeding. One should consider first, the purposes of the institution;

second, the broad goals of the instructional programs, and finally, the

specific behavioral objectives of the courses. Cohen defines seglas

what is to became of the students who attend the Surglor college and

refers to these goals as indicators *g the broad range of their abilities.

Apastillatais a specific, observable student action or product *f

student action. TO satisfy the definition, Cohen.states that "it must,

first specify something the student Is to do; second, state the circus-

stcnces under mhich he mill do it; and, third, note the degree of

accuracy mith which he mill perform the attion01° The purposes of the

institution consist of those philosophical aims from which the goals

and objecttves are developed,
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communicates reliably to eny indinal (Oho knows the words *2 the

statement as concepts) the set of circumtences that identifies a

class of Inman Performances." He lists "operational definitions" as

follows:

1. Ave* denoting observable action (draw, identify,
recognize, compute, mad man7 others qualify; knote,
grasp, see, end othere do mot).

2. A description of the class of stimuli being reeponda
to (for example, "Given the printed statement ab + se IN

+ 0").

A word or phrace denoting the 1*ot mead ,:for. action,
by the performer, unless this is implied by the verb
(for serespIet, if the verb is "draw," this phrase might
be "vith a ruling pen"; if it is "state," the word
might aireply mean "orally").

4. A description of the class of correct reeponses (for
exemple, "a riga: triangle," or "the sum," or "the
name of the rule.")

He further states that "Perhaps the most important implication of this

method of defining objectives is that the type of learning to be under-

taken, aad the required conditions for /earning ara tremendously

clarified."11

Under the leadership of Benjemin Bloom, a major undertaking of

classifying behavioral objectives has taken place. Hierarchical tax-

omomiee hare been develope4 in the cognitive, affective and the

psychomotor domains. Of particuler interest are the st tomcats *2

relationships between the cognittve and affective domains. "In some

instances Noe use changes in the cognitive domain as a means to make

changes iu the affective . . in other instances we use en affective

goal as amens to achieve a cognitive. one . . .12



Lindvell declares. 0 0 that statements of the purposes of educa-

tion aro truly veut-ingall only V= they Are made so specific 14S to tell

exact2y uhat a pupil Is to be able t2do.after he has had a given

learales experieuce. Such statements are rather typically referred to

spenific instructional pblectivels.13 In addition to stating

specific objectives so thtt the tegtact behavior is described, Undvall

emphasizes that the specifi objectives should be mrdad in terms of

the pupil ma- objectives vast be pucentered.14

Tyler cauticins that deftaing objecttves in-operational terms does

not guarantee a wise choice of educat§wonal ends.

"Although the selection of goals on the part of school,
college, or individual teacher is sooner of choice ia
the light of cherished wines rather than a process of
objective recognition, there Ie types of data that can
be obtained by the schcol collegip or instructor that
m1/1 provide bases for wiser decisions than when choiCia----
of goals is made without each information. These
includes (1) data regarding the studeats themselves,
their present abilities, kumiledge, skills, Interests,
attitudes, and needs; (2) data regoirding the demands
society is caking upon the graduates, opportunities and
defects of contemporary society that have significance
for educatiou smd the like; (3) suggestions of specialists
in, various sdbject fields regardtng the contributions they
thin% their subjectp can make to the education of .students0 4.°

Considerations involved in selecting objectives, according to Tyler are

as follove:

1. Objectives worth teaching should be formulated atqr
aa analysis of OUT culture. Glade placement of such
objectives Is silailarly important.

2. Determining the "entering behavior" of students ts
important.

Objectives should be selected ;about leach we know
enough to teach.

Objecties selected must be relevant to the schoolus
philosophy of education.

Objectives must be consistent with our theory of
lesining.16
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Dressel declares tbaCI S0741 screen:1.m of the basis of psycholoso.

lam/ledge ,aad philosolAical Imitate of viei must be underteltea

if the set og ebsectivez ftni1y chosen are to be (1) reasonable

nuube4 (2) consistent. tgett one another* (4 of, approzdreat:ely the

same lex,* 941 generality or specificity 0) distinctive although in

the =tame of imam behavior not coretely in.dspertdoutt, (5) itle-

scovtivo of goats verifixbly achievable by taeans at han8.
17

He lists desiv4b1 e quolitties of objective as follows:

Educatienal objectives vary from very ample to very
comger. ettber extreme vargiesirale.

Objectives 22ay be evlieit or itvlicit Roe, should be
identical for maxima impact*

Objectives may he c/Nuracterized as intrinsic or
transcepdent --co transcendental, objectives require
stistaimd effort*

Objectives may be achiearable or unachievable_
degree-4 .1,11 progress oast be vealized.

40.

Objectives maw be stated is term of instructor
activi4es and course content or, they may be stated
in teams of .4,24,..-.-sived atudezt behavior -0, objeqlves
of value wast point directly to the students...3'f'

Not a .1 autborleties A'o.re as sold on the advantages of de/Amain

specific behe.miorcal objectives. elltda, Ear engage, at: the Eilassttional

Testln Service Resioaat Conferen e Saan-mcisco on nay. 90 2,9690.

stated that b haziioral ohjecthres were not appropriate to ell steges

lemming, and that evaluation to date has shom axa conclusive findings

to support the T.zse of behavior objectives. Rowever$ he wanted to claritr

that 'ho wis not ie opposition to the cogIzept of formulating specific

behavioral objectives; end a concluding comment was that it was "better

to establish objectives t1artuot,"2"9

5*fAO.M7'- 44,
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A /ogicel progression of study after a review of the literature con,P

cerned with the defining and the formation of specific behavior objectives,

is to review basic principles of learning.

LearnimAysiacklasv, The process of establishing specific course

objectives iS dependent on the consideration aud application of learning

principles. The interdependency is obvious. ror example, Gagni defines

/earning a.1,

9
* 9 a change L. human, lilisposition or capability* uhich

can be retained* and 'which is not simp/y ascribable to
the process of growth. The kind of Change called learning
exhibits itself as a change in behavior* and the inference
of learning is made by comparing utat behavior was possible
before the indiWIdual WS placed in a "learning situation',
and mhat behavior cen be exhibited after such treatment."W

Tyler says that another consideration in choosing objectives is the

findings of studios in psychology of learning. Objectives that are not

formaated on sound principles of /earning will be ignored just *s

.objectives teach are not appropriate for the studenes maturation level.
21

Dresael emphasizes the need for considering principle,6 of learning when he

declares that students* uho do not understand and accept the needs deft

.term:ined for them, will:become reluctant partners in their own education.

He also declares that the curriclum builder via have greater confidence

in formulating specific objecttves if km relates his deliberations to a

philosophical frame of reference and to the principles of learniug422

Gagne identifies forms of behavio2.- and estdaishes conditions for

learning in a hierarchy complex. His hierarchy of behaviors has this

appearance:
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The /earning of

ProblerlIONNIOnd Stretaleaall

require the pre-learning of:

lItaltelta

10hich require the pre-learning of:

Concepts

which iequire the pre-learning of:

Associations

which require the pre-learning of:

Chains

which require the pre-learning of:

Identifications

which require the pre-learning af:

%mama
The najor implication is that these am the categories of objectives to3

be distinguishedo if one approaches the job fram the standpoint of
difforential sets of. conditieaa

gor optimal 1earming.23

Saupe identifies the following learning principles:
1. "without appropriate readiness a leerning experiencewill be ineEficient or learnizg will not occur."

2. "students learn only Tenet they want or are motivatedto learn."

"learning proceede much more rapidly and is retainedmuch longer when that which is to be learned possessesmeaningo, orgaaisationo and structure."

4. "the learner learns only what he himself does."
3. "only those responses vhich are confirmed are learned."
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6. Two principles on transfer of learning width are most
significant:

"transfer can occur only TAU': there is a recognised
similarity between the learning situation and the
transfer situation."
"tranaer will occur to the entent that students
expect it to occur,"

7 "attitudes may be changed by Increasing.Ipowledge and
understanding to the attitude object."4q

Instruction. Civen a veview-ofhou to formulate specific behavioral

objedttves and a review of learning principles upon thich these objectives

oust be founded, the critical phase of instruction cannot be overloOke4,

Even with the most specifie,objectives in terms of student behavior and the

greatest understaaing of leuming principles* the instruction could fail

if the teaching methods and the teadher are not effective

Lehmann lists six functions of instruction:

nrst& motivate the student,

Second, demonstrate to the student just what is expected
of him.

Third, select appropriate practice tasks which are
extensive and meaningful,

Fourth, provide the student with same satisfaction in his
progress.

Fifth, organise the materia/ so the cumlative significance
of learning Is readily apparent to the student.

Sixth& provide the leamez with high standards of performance
and mans for Judging hia performance,25

quite obviously* then, objectives instruction* and evaluation mun

be in accord if students are to be motivated to progress in the desired

directions.

lhatelLos. "Development without evaluation may become quackery."
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emphasized Leland Iledeker at the Educational Teeming Service Confereme

at $art Francisco on,l-lay 9 26 "One pheee of evaluation.must even take the

form of re-mamining what passes as tradition and accepted by custom,, for

frequently these are unconsciouslyemisinterpreted or even willfully per-

verted to serve individual prejudiFe ". S#1, tes Dresse1.27 Strong

accusations such as these mandate educetqrs to get about the business of .

finding out "what," "why," sod "how" we.are doing.

Alkin lists five stages in evaluation:

1. Needs assessmant -- concerned of objectives in
terms of outpUt6

2. Planning (progreeeming) -- concerned with information
for seleceing*lternatives

3. Program implementation -- eveluation design

4. Program improvement -- revisions as needed

5. Program certification -- audit stage of eva1uation
26

As apparent from the review of literature concerning the evaluation

Of instruction, the critical factors are to estalish meaningful specific

behavioral objectiVes which are based on sound learning principles,. to

provide for effective instruction which is similarly besed on sound

learning psychology, and then determine, or evaluate, just how successful.

the etudents have been in acquiring these apecific behavioral goale.

Learning experiences and methoda of instruction should be continuously

modified and experimented with in order to develop optimum means or

nethods for behavioral goal acquisitions This formative type of evaluation,

then, would tot reach the program certification stage identified by Alkin,

but would hopefully be a continuous process undertaken by sincere instructors

for the purpose of developing dynamic, relevant student-centered courses,
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Anothe method of.' evaluating courses is to direct attention to the
effectiveness of instruct:Lou 'This type of. evaluation can be accomplished

by surveying the students and soliciting their views on the methods of

instruction Lehmann lists rimy types of rating scoleso usually classified

*8 eitscrilajo., nwericel. forced-ehoice, or man-tolvn. He

presenta "A Scalo to. Mamma Atti4,trides T.01)742c4 Any Callege courseo" end a

univorsal "Student Opionue Ne concludes that properly constructed

rain scales do have a place in the wet:Lust-ion of instruction0 29 Beggs

and iturocher developed a research pl&n, for constructing a scale for

attitude measuzzgo- .t

"Four steps are required for comma:Wag the scate:
the determination. of a re.ferent and a population. (2) the
collection of possib/e statements, (3) the screaning of
stetemats, and 4) the selection of screened statements
of scale items0

These two evaluation plaa s. one, bd on measurement of student

achievement of specific behvvioral objectives end the second based on

the evaluation, of instruction by students constitute specific means for

evaluating curricula and instruction.
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Following the develowental stages susgested in the literature, the

first consideration is whether or not the course is in keepi with the

philosophy of the institution* The k,i,mistiag course objectives clearly

affirm that the intentions ot this course *re in harmony with the philos-

ophy and purposes of the College.

COUZSO Obiectives. The i$ting course objectives are not listed

in specific behavioral terms. In order to provide for meaningful avalft

tuition which would measure how well the students ere profiting (learning)

from the courseo these objectives will need to be =lifted. A seconil need

is to reoevaluate these objectives terms of thea relevanv for students,

in t4rms of their importmace compared to other alternatives, =I in terms

of principles of learning, A third need is to determine the specific

observable or znasurdbIe behavioral changes which students 'toad ezhibit.

As outlined in the emlier, review of the course, its total iihaveloprztent

has been a departvant activity, all staff mezbers have been involved in

its formation, inclitdins the selection of objectives and the deterainatzton

of teaming everiences. This involvemnt is =re than a committee activity.

The need for staff participation in course revision and evzaluation work is

essential to the motivation and attitude of each counselor. The task here

then* is one of how to provide motivation for mising the course.

Suggested, revisions (developed as examples for refinement by committee

action) 'of course objectives so that they are specified in terms of specific

behevioral goals are as follows:

-0..= "A" i ;i:4;..
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I. (existing) To provide an opportunity for new students

assistance in orientation and adjustment to college.

AWWWW4revisl°=:

a) Given A; CtuArat BUlletin and a take-heme test 4
to 'measure student knowledge of college services
regulations, the student will answer a large per
(to be determined) of the questions correctly.

to obtain

signed
and
entege

b) The student will observe the official deadlinesefor
filing physical education excusess dropping atlases
without penaltys filing petitions, etc!

The student will observe specific procedures for
obtaining a library card, for dropping a class,
for registTation for withdrawals etc .

(existing) To assist students in the evaluation of their previ

19'
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educationa achievements, and the appraisal of their interests

abilities.

Amato revisions:cl
a) Given a tea score report form which includes intero

pretive information about the scores and a supporting
lectures the student will be able to explain (degree
mad manner of explanation to be determined) his
percentile scores.

WI Given information about the high school tract programs
the student will be able to indicate (amthod and criteria
to be established) uhich program he was in and utat the
bargz differences in the tratts are.

and

c) Given taformation about the probabilities of success in
given courses for various ranges of allities gnd the
degree of student competition in various majors, the
student will be able to indicate (method to be detelmited)
whethar he is in the lower, middle, or upper portion of
entering students in his chosen field according to
academic aptitude.

(existing) To assist students in the exploration and analysis of

occupational opportunities for the purpose of raking realistic

vocational choices.
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a) Given information about the career section of the
libraryt the student will visit (aign in and
hopefully browse in) this career section.

Given information about his previously demonstrated
academic aptitude, the student mill choose a vocation
reasondbly commensurate (criteria to be established)
with his abilities.

c) Given information about vocztional choicest the student
will investigate two possible career choices and provide
4:lurrent inf4rmation about each as per instructor

specifications.

(existing) TO provide guidance in the development of effective

educational plans.

bilatWo revisions

The student will list in proper sequential form a two-
year educational plan which will include all major

courses sad graduation requireamts.

5. (existing) To provide an opportunity for the developmant of closer

personal relationships between students and their eounselorso

bisavatst =vision:

The student will voluntarily (for pur)oses other than
obtaining a signature) schedule an appointmet with
his counselor during his stay at the College.

Instrtinglon andkomag. As the course is presently conductedt

several practices would not be supported theoretically. One apparent dis-

crepancy concerns the required d signation of the course. Principles of

learning emphasise the need for considering the "entering behavior" of

the student, and current practices could result in many reluctant learners

or should we say "compliers" or "dropouts". Significantly howevert Hartley

found at Shoreline Community College in Seattlet Washington that on/y 43

percent of the new freshmen atteuded four or more of the scheduled six
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orientation to college sessions. He also found (similar to our evaluation

31
findings) that more emphasis on careele planning was suggested.

With the proposed revision in course objectives so that specific

observable behavioral ehanges cou/d b va1uatedh alternate methods of

instruction vould be encouraged. Particularly, experimntation with pro-

gramed instruction techniques, fashioned after Golden West College's

student guidance manual, would be encouraged. grumboltes monograph on

Statfas, the Coals of Counselim lends impetus to these experiments.32

Another very important aspect of instruction and learning which

should be concentrated on is motivation of students0 lerhaps motivation

should be a first specific objective of the course even if ways caet be

found to measure this charismatic ingredient. Regardless, particular

teaching skills must be found to motivate students for this decision-

making course.
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EVALUATION PLA3

Itzizma'awZ=MAM=RE=11%

Originally, 'when this evaluation project vas conceived ofp.it was

anticipated that this plan mould be a detailed statistically supported

scheme for measurement. However, a review of the literature and aa

analysis of the problem soon disclosed, as reported earlier, that evalu-

ation is just one part aE curriculum development. It was obvious, that

& specific evaluation plan could not be developed if the course structure

was loose. There would be no value in applying stringent msasurement

techniques to data that could not be attributed to specific behavioral

objectives. Interpretations of applied measurements would necessarily be

subjecttve, and biased, if applied to the existing frameworko

A:second logical alternative was to devise an attitude measurement

instrument and evaluate the course based on student opinion. This

alternative bsd merit but opportunities for A pre-test and post-test were

not available so the legitimacy of aa opinionnaire, vhich had been utilized

before, did not provide for.an improved evaluation, at least not an

improvement on strategy as both would be after the fact without the benefit

of advanced planning.

The evaluation plan became just thattt a plan for future evaluation plus,

a plan for course revision. Course revision plans would, of course, involve

the whole staff aad an evaluation plan mould be subject to those revisions.

The following developmental stages are listed as a plan for meaningful

course revision and evaluation.

First, pertinent curriculum revision data must be synthesized.and pre-

pared for the staff. This would possibly nerve to motivate and/or to
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stimulate action for course revision and eValuation. As noted earlier.,

commattee action is preferred, but it is essential that marking terms be

explicitly defined prior to discussions* It is 'hoped that an informal

presentation, of this project report would serve both to motivate action

and to define terms.

Second, the process of formulating specific behavioral objectives

would be undertaken. It is anticipated that the usual controversies

miquld develop over; terminQlogy su a as "to understand" or "to adjust",

end hopefully, specific meaningful objectives would be formed mhich would

meet the thmee criteria of (1) specifying a student action or product of

such action, (2) stating the conditions under mhich the performance mill

OCCUT, and (3) establishing *minimum performance criterion, a stander4.33

This second step is the moot critical of all the planned evaluation steps*

Third, gtven a set of specific behavioral objectives, a system will

be eptablished to account for specific behavior of students For example,

a system of accountiug for students visiting the career section of the

library mill be established. Similarly, a system of accounting for long-

range objective behavior such 4$ scheduling a voluntary counseling inter-

view will be established.

Fourth, specific instructional techniques which provide for motivation,

outlining goals, organizing instruction and grading assignments against an

established criterion will be delineated* This will not be done for

regimental purposes, but rather to assure that the instruction and learning

experiences will be based on learning psychology.

Fifth a pre-test and post..test instrument tied to the specific objectives

will be developed. John Darley and Gordon Anderson recommend this more
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direct, scientific approach particularly in programs uhich emphasize educa-

tional and vocational guidance and ptomains.% ror example, a series of

questions could be directed at evaluating a studenes vocational choice to

measure his knov/edge of his choice before and after the course.

Sixth, the student evaluation instrument will be designed in accordance

with the attitude assevameat technique previously described. The instrument

will provide more objectivity and validity. Administration of this instrument

immediately after the conclusion of the course, and again at ml exit inter-

view or after a year's time has passed, will provide additional evaluative

information.

This evaluation plan es outlined is ambitious and may, as so many

committee actions do, take longer to develop than planned. Furthermore,

the plan itself may be revised as all phases of the program are considered.

gowever, the time consuming efforts directed at establishing specific

behavioral Objectives for purposes of improving learning experiences for an

estimated four thousand students next year (and more each year thereafter)

ean hardly be written off as time wasted.

-
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APPENDIX A

MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE
Office of Instruction

Counseling
DEPARTMENT: and Guidance

TREPARED

COURSE OUTLINE

BY:,_21.9.2..t. Committee

GRADED COURSE CRITERIOW NO.: 1

DEPT. CHAIRMAN: Bruc.: Xi« Paulson

COURSE TITLE: Orientation and Guidance 50

COURSE NUMBER: UNITS PER SEMESTER: 1/2

9 weeks beginning the 2nd wk. of
HOURS PER 'MEM Lecture: 1 Hr. Laboratory: the semester.

PREREQUISITES: None

M1001....=111r1.411101,40=, Ipma.,

.COURSE DESCRIPTX0i: This group guidance course is required of

new day students and includes presentations and class activities0.1.....1.rwrrC
to assist students in their (1) adjustment to college, (2)

evaluation of interests and abilities, (3) determination of

realistic vocational goals, and (4) development of effective

educational plans.

TEXT:

Author:

Title: 4" San Antonio College General Bulletin

Publisher:

Edition;

REFERENCE MATERIALS:

Mt. San Antonio College

year: Current

re NI
M

,



DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT:

Week Hours To lc or Class ActizIty...
mw

_...

- 7M}......*Y.W.s1.30iPONYWIYibign.

MaPirt Introduction to course/ role of Junior Col
qtalaga.4,A,A..51M t,--,. , lagit-.1---SerzAltalLeAr44........

Acjazity.: (1) Lecture and discusE12111).....Ame
.

...iv,........

.

_ _
MclEac: Orientation and adjustment to college, ace
rules and regulations and college opportunities a
able for students.

Activity.: Discussion & Review of Assignment 01 -
Regul

.plaplas, Discussion of student concerns9 problems,
tions, etc. as related to adjustment to college a
decisions on vocational and educational goals.

ortwarearmdo

iaatiyj. (1, Small group discussions and class x
of topics. (2) Assignment 02 - Exploration of goe

Naela: Continued discussion of student problems a

concerns with.ERDasis given to stud 'skills.
.

.

Activity.: (1) Lecture and discussion.
.....

Evaluation of student educational backgrou
'achievements and grade averages, abilities & inte

Lg.:U.1,111:x: (I Lecture and discussion on test scox
interpretation,'(2) student analyses of records,

.4=111~=tiMe4

1

(3 Assignment 03 - Objective Data Profile.

VO,Mr/es.~0
21921zs Exploring Occupational opportunities, anal
levels of education & training required in vario-J

IMCWOMWONROm

occupations, and determining bases for, choosing c

reinforcing a vocational field.
LeLLApliyLty.: ure and class discussion or use

appropriate visual aid material (2) Assignment

7 I

..........,

1

IResearch on occupational information.

.

42pic: Determining an educational major consister
abilities interests and vocational.goal.

ItetWIPREMOINIMIMNMil. MWOMMIMP, Activjty Class discussion.snuar,twvitenwxpt
1 TgaLa: Development of an effective educational ID]
i semesters to include units and a specific coursegmmloOmoMMPR

Activit (1) Class Assignment 05 Educational y
.

..11...j
.

.

1

,..

Tgplas Review of educational and vocational plans
Activity: (1) Class discussion (2) Report includi
asilTirl;b, a due.

.

lege,
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vail-

Rules &
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ques-
nd
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'OBJECTIVES:

77777 .7-7-7

1. To provide an opportunity for new students to obtain assistance

u. or/entatlon an aojustment t Er67317::'
2 To assist students in the evaluation of their previous educa-

'--TIZEir-EZETWaTents173-0-EBe'appraiggi'UrTHETF-1-6EUFgEr5B7r
abilities.
To assist students in the exploration and analysis of occupa-
timal...2m2Eunities for the purposes of making realistic

vocational decisions.
4. To provide guidance in the development of effective educational

plans.
5ta.ssovide an 0229I:LlalLy for the develo ment of'closer personal

relationships between students and their counselors.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

1. Lecture

Discussion

3.
110.16.11,744.0.1

ZNIM41:4011111111,4l

AKVAviiriiVenragreEss--

Research assignments

4. Audio-visual aids

METHODS OF EVALUATIONt

A..0.~4.40.14K041104stialtor.l.reopormt 7040fflerkrumemaerwanwwwjprommoalrowaswormes

Assil5nmnts and,,,a,stmort to be evaluated

2. Class artici.atisa,aad attendance.

Ciamw~ftwi....k,oNtbia

/NM

APOSSOmne*10,

REMARKSt

Traditional methods of presenting information for mastery by the

student and grading standards based on assimilation of such informa.
CHIMNYMInIKSIIM

tion will be relegated to a lesser position in these guidance classes.
4.11M2e.mmemeesrf.61.101.1teimilmomMUALINIDINWOMINOMEMIMMet

The prime objectives will be to involve students personally in mean-

lngful group catzarran---arFa-r-oraTrars-ris-Fo AF:gfit-Fer-rarii-gi-Eaust-
ment to college and to provide guidance to these students .as they

deliberate on realistic vocational goals and educational plans.



APPENDIX B

STUDENTS' EVALUATION OF ORIENTATION AND GUIDANCE

Directions: For each item or statement below fill in the number on the
answer sheet which best describes your feelings or opinion:
1. very helpful 2. helpful 3. slightly helpful 4. not
helpful 5. not covered,

Topics

1. College services; Health, Placement, etc.
2. College rules and regulations
3. Adjustment to college
4. Personal problems and concerns
5. Study skills
6. Evaluation of high school grades
7. Evaluation of abilities
8: Test score interpretation
9. Exploration of occupations

10. Educational majors
11. Four-year college requirements
12. Educational program planning

Forms, Charts and Assignment Sheets

13. General information test
14. High school grade charts
15. Test score profile sheet
16. Vocational analysis forms
17. Tips on how to study
18. Study and work schedule
19. Weekly time budget
20. Course list worksheet
21. Instructions for completing educational plan
22. Educational plan

Teacher's Methods and Techniques

23. Overhead projection of forms and charts
24. Presentation of slides
25. Lectures
26. Oral instructions for completing forms and charts
27. Answering questions
28. Having class discussions
29. Having small group discussions
30. Having panel discussions
31. Helping me learn about myself
32. Helping me make my own decisions about my future goals
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APPENDIX C

COURSE EVALUATION

Please complete the following statements, Your evaluation remarks
will be very helpful in planning the course in the future. Feel
free to make whatever comments you would like.

1. The course has been most helpful in

2. The course would have been more helpful if

3, The course would have been more effective if the teacher had

4. Additional comments

rupw ow oy war,'


